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Information for parents/carers 

Helping your child to spell 

Some children find spelling more of a challenge than others, but there are 

numerous activities that you can do at home to support your child. 

Ideas 

 Find an old ice cream tub or plastic sandwich box and put enough 

salt/flour/rice to cover the bottom and allow your child to practice 

writing the spellings in it with their finger. 

 Your child could write any tricky words in bubble letters and colour each 

one differently. 

 You could use old newspapers or magazines to find and circle, with a 

coloured pen or pencil, any words which they are learning at school. 

 If your child is stuck on a tricky word, you could write it down for them 

and get them to cut each letter up and re-assemble it back to the correct 

spelling. 

 Your child could use a paint brush and water to write words on an outside 

wall or pavement. 

 Your child could spell out tricky words by writing them with their finger 

on your back. Then you could write words on their back for them to guess. 

 If you have coloured pencils or pens at home, your child could practice 

their spellings using a different colour for each letter or word. 

 Your child may find it helpful to spell out tricky words using magnetic, 

foam or wooden letters.  

 Play dough or other modelling material could be used to form letters and 

words. 

 Children love making up silly sentences to remember their spellings e.g., 

because – Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small Elephants.  

 You could use old newspapers or magazines to circle your spellings (about 

15 minutes) and then count which one appeared the most. 

 Shaving foam practice – an easy way to practice spellings by making your 

words in shaving foam. 

 Sort your words in a list from easiest to hardest and create a spelling 

pyramid. Write the easiest word at the top and then write the next 
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easiest word twice underneath, carry on by writing the third word three 

times underneath and create your very own pyramid. 

 Create a ransom note. Cut the letters needed for your words from a 

newspaper or magazine and glue them down to spell the words. 

 Spell your words with Smarties or raisins – what better way to learn your 

spellings especially when you can eat them.  

 Swap your pen to your other hand (the one you don’t normally write with) 

and write your spellings down with both hands. 

 Write out the alphabet and give each letter a different number from 1-

26 (a = 1, b = 2, c = 3 etc). Now spell your words in a secret code. 

 Air spelling. 

 Find two of your spellings with the same letter in and write them so they 

criss crossed, so that it looks like a cross word puzzle. 

 Complete crosswords and wordsearches as this will greatly improve 

spelling skills. 

 Learn your spelling by signing your letters using British Sign Language 

(you can find images of the BSL alphabet online). 

 Use two different coloured pens to write down your spellings, one to 

write the consonants and another to write the vowels. 

 Games like Boggle, Bananagrams and Scrabble can all support children 

with spelling and they can be great fun. 

 

 

There are numerous strategies that can support your child with their spellings. 

If you have any concerns about your child’s spelling skills or you would like 

advice on how to help your child further, please contact your child’s class 

teacher at school. 


